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Will you teach me how to sail, through

ad lib.
Slow
\( \text{\emph{mp}} \)

\[ \text{unison} \]

Will you teach me how to sail, through

space up - on a com - et's tail? Will you teach me
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how to fly, to sail the skies on wings untied?

Will you teach me how to fly, to sail the skies on

wings untied? Will you teach me how to soar,
To see things never seen before.

But most importantly of all,

Will you teach me how to fall?

Will you teach me how to cry,

to release those feelings
deep inside?

But most importantly of all,

Will you teach me how to fall?

Will you teach me how to cry,

to release those feelings deep inside?

ff
Will you teach me how to soar, to see things never seen before?

Will you teach me how to laugh and travel off the beaten path?

Will you teach me how to love with
love that comes from God above, Will you teach me

how to sing through all the sorrow that

life may bring? Will you teach me how to dream,
to face the future sight unseen?

Will you teach me how to be,

The only thing I can be, me.

very slow